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TThEMENT AGRZENI

WHEREAS, in the course of that investigation, tne United States has investigated the role
of Credit Lyonnais S.A. ("CLSA"), Credit Lyonni Bank Nederland N.y. ("CLBN"), and certain
present and former CLSA and CLBN ofcers with respect to CLSA's and CLBN's lending to
Cannon, FCC, MGM-Pathe and other companies controlled by or related to PaxTetti and Fiorini
(collectively the "Parretti and Fiorini Groups") during the period 1987 to 1991;

WHEREAS, Consortium de Realisation ("CDR") was created pursuant to a statute to
resolve CLSA'sbad debts, in. accordance with an Agreement dated April 5, 1995, between the
Republic of France and CLSA, and thereafter CDR took over operating control of the film and
Parretti and Fiorirá related loan portfolios of CLBN;

W1-EREAS, pursuant to a Purchase Aeement dated August 16, 1995, Generale Bank

WHEREAS, Parretti and Fiorini changed the name of Cannon to Pathe CommunIcations
Corporation in early 1989; -

WHEREAS, CLBN was aEso the principal source of financing for PCC's subsequent
acquisition of MGMIUA, which was completed in November 1990;

WHEREAS, PCC's acquisition ofMGM/LJA resulted in the fonnation of a new subsidiary
named MGMPazhe, which combined the assets and operating subsidiaries of FCC and
MGM1UA,

WHEREAS, CLSA and CDR acknowledge that CLSA's prior management did not
adequately control the activities of CLBN in its lending to the Parretti and Fiorini Groups;
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WFREAS, CLSA and CDa acknowledge that the UTIited States has presented
substantial evidence that:

a. Certain former CLBN officers exercised bad judgment in their dealings
with Parretti and Piorini;

b. Two former CLBN officers and or CLSA officer who oversaw CLBN's
lending to the Parretti and Fiorini Groups accepted items of value from Parretti and
Fiorini, and became too closely associated with Parretti and Fiorini;

c. Certain former CLBN officers breached bank policies, procedures and
practices in lending to the Parretti and Fio!ini Groups;

WHEREAS, CLSA and CDR acknowledge that the United States has presented
substantial evidence that at least one former CLBN officer engaged in intentional wrcngdoiflg
with Parretti and Fiorini that may have violated United States laws;

WHEREAS, SA and CDR further acknowledge that the United States has presented
credible evidence suggesting that at lst one former CLSA officer approved and/or ratified some
of the actionj of the aforementioned former CLBN officer, knowing (or deliberately avoiding
learning) that the former CLBN officer was engaged in intentional wrongdoing with Pairetti and
Fiorini that may have violated United States laws;

WHEREAS, the Republic of France is conducting its own investigation of Credit Lyonnais
and certain of its subsidiazies;

WHEREAS, in accordance with its past practices, CDR will make such a referral;
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WFREAS, CLSA spent more than US $1,500,000,000 to help restore MGM-Pathe
(later renamed MGM) to financial viability after Parretti and Fiorini acquired the studio in
November 1990, and before it was sold in 1996;

W}REAS, CLSA and CDR have made substantial efforts to make United States
interests whole, expending approxImately US $2,000,000,000 (net of amounts received from the
sate of MGM) on the bailout and rehabilitation ofMOM and payments to PCC shareholders and
bondholders, including:

(a) Providing US $145,000,000 to rescue MGMPathe from bankruptcy in
April, 1991;

(b) Providing funds in excess of US $2,000,000,000 for MOM to continue its
operations from Apiil, 1991 to September 30, 1996 when it was sold;

(c) Paying over US $352,000,000 to the MGM-Pathe bondholders to pay
interest due on the bonds and to then redeem the bonds at more than 100 cents on the
dollar;

(d) Matting a tender offer of $1.50 per share for all minorIty owned PCC
shares (approdmately 5,800,000 shares); and

(e) Paying in 1992 all overdue interest on PCC bonds and malng a tender
officer of 42 - 47 cents on the dollar for such bonds.

WHEREAS, CLSA has provided extenthvc documentation to the United States in
compliance with grand jumy subpoenas, CLSA has voluntamily produced information to the United
States Attorney's Office in connection with this investigation, and, as set forth below, CLSA and
CDR have agreed to cooperate fully in the investigation,
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W1REAS, the United States has concluded that it would be inappropriate to seek
criminal charges against CLSA, CDR and/or GBN for the acts under investigation in light of,
among other things:

a. The amount cf money CLSA and CDR spent in attempting to restore
MGM to financial viability;

b. The efforts of CLSA and CDR to make United States interests whole;

c. CLSA and CDR's aeement to cooperate fully in the federal government's
investigation in this case, and CLSA and CDR's voluntary cooperation in a separate
investigation of the activities of another former CLSA ubsidiaiy and

d. CLSA and CDR's williness to refer issues raised by the federal
government's investigation in this case to French authorities for their consideration.

IT IS T1REFORE AGREED between the United States of America, through its
counsel, the United States Attorney's Office for the Central District of California, on the one
hand, and CLSA and CDR, on the other hand, that a resolution of the above-descnbed
investigation shall be effected on the following terms:

A. Definitions

2. As used herein, "Effective Date" means the day on which the payment referre&to
in paragraph B.3, below, has been received by the United States.

B. Covenants by CLSA and CDR

4. CLSA and CDR will cooperate in the federal government's ongoinginvestigation
by:
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a. Voluntarily produciflg documents supplemental to the documents already
produced, as requested by the United States;

b. Using their best efforts to cause GBN to respond to further document
requests;

c. Providing esting translations of forei language documents to be
produced;

d. Making representauves of Cabinet Mazars ("Mazars") and counsel for
CLSA arid CLBN (subject to resolution of issues of privilege) available to provide technical
assistance, with the understanding that Mazars and such counsel will not be required to undertake
new or additional investigations;

e. Providing qualified custodians of records with respect to the documents
already produced or to be produced; and

f. Using their best efforts to make present and former CLSA and CLBN
employees available as tial witnesses and for pre-trial preparation provided, however, that
neither CLSA nor CDR. are under any obligation (but may nevertheless choose) to pay for the
travel and lodging of such employees or to pay for counsel for such employees.

5. The obligations of CLSA and CDR under paraaph 4, above, shall terminate 24
months after the Effective Date.

a. In the event. thai the United States believes that CL.SA or CDR has
materially breached the provIsions of paraaph 4, the United States shall first provide CLSA and
CDR with witten notice of such breach and CLSA and CDR shall have 45 days to cure any such
breach.

b. If CLSA and CDR cure any such material breach within 45 days of the
receipt of written notice, no penalty shall be payable.

c. If CLSA and CDR fail to cure any material breach, CLSA and/or CDR
shall make payment within 90 days of receipt of written notice of the breach

d. in the event CLSA or CDR does not make payment as specified in
subparagraph 6.; above, the United States may initiate an action in the United Staves Disthct
Court for the Central District of California seeking to collect such payment and for costs and
attorneys' fees incurred in connection with such action.
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8. In the event CLSA violates the provisions of paragraph 7, above, the United States
may demand payment by CLSA or CDR of up to US $500,000 for each felony offense committed
by CLSA, the amount to be fixed by the United States with due regard for the nature of the
viointion; provided, however, that in no event shall CLSA and CDR together be required to pay
more than US $7,500,000 pursuant to this paraaph.

a. CLSA or CDK will make payment within 45 days of reeipt ofwritten
demand from the United States.

b. The United States may make written demand up to 24 months following
the Effective Date; thereafter, any written demand will be ineffective.

c. CLSA or CDft shall notify the United States promptly if CLSA is charged
with any federal, state or local felony offense.

e. In the event CLSA or CDR does not make payment as specified in
subparagraph 8.a, the United States may iniate an action in United States District Court in the
Central District of California seeking to collect such payment and for costs and attorneys fees
incuned in connection with such action.

f. In such a proceeding, the following agreements and stipulations will apply
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(ii) CLSA and CDR will designate the Los Angeles, California office of
White & Case as agent for serviceof process; -

(iii) Either the United States or CLSA or CDR may move to stay the
proceeding pending resolution of any underlying criminal case;

(iv) All substantive issues of law will be governed by federal law, or, in
the absence of applicable federal law, by California law; and

(v) In the absence of a formal criminal proceeding against CI_SA, the
government's burden of proof to establish that CLSA committed a federal, staxe or local felony
offense will be by clear and convincing evidence.

-g. CLSA and CDR's obligations under paragraph 8, shall terminate in the
event there is, and upon, a sale of a 51% or eater ownership interest in CLSA to a third party or
third parties, pursuant to the a&eement with the European Commission concerning the
privatization of CLSA.

C. Covenants by the United States

9. The United States aees not to seek criminal charges, or tó.bring a criminal
forfeiture action for violating United States law, for the acts under investigation, against:

a. CLSA or any CLSA subsidiay or affiliate;

b. CLBN or GBN; arid

c. CDR.or any subsidiary or aliate.

D. General Prviaiona

11. This Agreement is binding only upon CLSA, CDK and the United States
Department of Justice.

12. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as precluding the United States from
transferring prosecution of, or refening evidence relating to, any present or former CLSA or
CLBN employee to the French authorities.
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READ AND AGREED TO:

U?TED STATES OF AER1CA

Dated: _________________

RO N. MAYORKAS
United States Attorney
Central Disthct of California

Attorneys for the United States of America

Dated: iqqq

Dat: 2r. /•

CREDIT LYONNAIS, S.A.

JEAN-FRANCOIS VERNY
Secretary-General
On behalf of Credit Lyonnais S.A

Dated:

Dated: ?
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